YOUNG & RUBICAM BRANDS, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Mechanical Cubed eliminates five minutes of work per mechanical and reduces costly errors
A Triple Triangle Case Study
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CHALLENGE
Young & Rubicam Brand’s Southern California studio
had long used a database system to plan and manage
studio work. The database system worked well, but “all
of the information that was on that database ticket had
to be re-entered into our mechanicals and their slugs,
which created room for human error,” said Zachary
Plonski, Studio Director for Young & Rubicam Brands
in Southern California.
The disconnect between the database and the
actual mechanicals resulted in errors that could
be frustrating and costly for the entire team.
“Simple errors like building a mechanical to
the wrong size can cause hours of rework,” said
Plonski.
In addition to the cost of errors, the process of
creating the document and manually entering
data in the slug cost at least five minutes per
mechanical. With some studio artists creating
20 mechanicals a day, the cost of manually
setting up mechanicals added up.

“afTer one weeK everYone realiZed
whaT a Time-saver we had on our
hands and Couldn’T imagine how we
worKed all These Years wiThouT iT.”
Zachary Plonski
Studio Director
Young & Rubicam Brands, Southern California

SOLUTION
The agency deployed Triple Triangle’s Mechanical Cubed, which automatically creates mechanicals based
on information in a database or a PDF form.
By clicking a button in the database, studio artists can create a new mechanical in InDesign. The
document setup and slug information are automatically established based on information in the database.
The system was surprisingly easy to deploy. The initial time to design the slug took only a few hours,
while the database integration took less than a week.

RESULTS
Young & Rubicam Brands, Southern California was able to speed their work, eliminate costly errors, and
ease their transition to InDesign by integrating their database with Mechanical Cubed. (Continued...)
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